UNDERGRADUATE MATHEMATICS ADVISING

PROF. JOSEPH FERA       M, W       12:00–1:00PM
OFFICE: GILLET 100B     T           4:00–6:00PM
PHONE: 718.960.5112
joseph.fera@lehman.cuny.edu

PROF. NICHOLAS HANGES   T, TH       2:00–3:00PM
OFFICE: GILLET 236
PHONE: 718.960.7858
nicholas.hanges@lehman.cuny.edu

GRADUATE MATHEMATICS ADVISING

PROF. ROBERT SCHNEIDERMAN  T       1:00–3:00PM
OFFICE: GILLET 137H     W          2:30–4:30PM
PHONE: 718.960.5197
robert.schneiderman@lehman.cuny.edu

COMPUTER SCIENCE UNDERGRADUATE ADVISING

PROF. SAMEH FAHKOURI     T, TH       4:00–5:00PM
OFFICE: GILLET 102     W           4:00–6:00PM
PHONE: 718.960.8784
sameh.fakhouri@lehman.cuny.edu

UNDERGRADUATE & GRADUATE COMPUTER SCIENCE ADVISING

PROF. GWANG JUNG        M, W       3:30–5:00PM
OFFICE: GILLET 100C    T          3:00–5:00PM
PHONE: 718.960.8785
gwang.jung@lehman.cuny.edu

PLEASE MAKE APPOINTMENTS DIRECTLY WITH THE ADVISOR.
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